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Super soft fabric ink is the perfect formulation for 

stamping, stenciling and brushing on fabric.

• 25 Fashionable colors

• Machine washable

• Waterbase and non-toxic

Soft Fabric Ink
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25972
White

25974
Carnation

25975
Wine

25976
Hot Pink

25977
Poppy

25997
Ganache

25998
Grey Mist

25999
Black

26187
Metallic Pure Gold

26188
Metallic Sterling Silver

25990
Turquoise

25991
Aqua

25993
Royal Blue

25994
Navy

25995
African Violet

25979
Crimson

25980
Grapefruit

25981
Nude

25982
Blood Orange

25983
Tangerine

25984
Marigold

25985
Real Yellow

25986
Lime

25988
Shamrock

25989
Deep Teal
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APPLY STAMP CREATE

The art of block-printing goes back 

over a thousand years, practiced 

by traditional artisans across 

India. Fabric Creations™ block 

printing stamps are a great design 

tool for creating one-of-a-kind, 

artisan crafted textile projects. Use 

your printing blocks for creating 

unique fashions, quilts, textiles, 

stitching, embroidery, patchwork, 

scrapbooking, card making or 

printing wrapping paper.

• Easy to use, store and clean

Block Printing Stamps
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26972 Floral 1 26977 Traditional Indian

Small Blocks

27179-Fern 27183-Square Spiral 27186-Aztec Tile 27190-Baroque Flourish

27191-Baroque Floral 27192-Tribal Chevron 27193-Basket Weave

Mini Blocks
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Medium Blocks

27203-Lace Doily

27208-Aztec Tile

27214-Chevron

27206-Parade Elephant

27212-Tribal Arrows

27217-Doodle Butterfly

27205-Baroque Medallion

27210-Vintage Daisy

27216-Paisley

27207-Indian Leaf

27213-Hex Honeycomb

Border Blocks

27198-Baroque27196-Feather 27197-Lace 27199-Baroque Scroll 27201-Tribal 1
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Tools

26996 FOAM PRINTING MAT
• Prevents paint from bleeding 

and provides perfect density 
for reliable results

• Perfect size for small areas,  
tape together to create a  
large printing area

• Pack contains 2 - 6in x 9in  
foam mats

26995 SPONGE CUBES
• Perfect for applying paint 

to stamp
• Great for stencils too
• Easy clean-up with soap 

and water

26997 CLEANING BRUSH
• Two sided bristles for cleaning 

and detailed areas
• Perfect for all sizes of blocks
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Connect with Plaid & Consumers

Plaid reaches tens of thousands of crafters every day, 
delivering inspiration, information, and interaction 
that drive creative consumers to your stores. Join in 
on our conversations across all our various social 
media platforms and be a part of our community.

plaidonline.com

pinterest.com/plaidcrafts

youtube.com/plaidcrafts

plaidonline.com/blog

facebook.com/inspiredbyplaid

twitter.com/plaidcrafts

plus.google.com/+PlaidOnline

instagram.com/plaidcrafts

About Plaid

2016 is a very special year for us here at Plaid 
because it marks the 40th anniversary of 
the founding of our company in 1976. While 
Plaid has gone on to become one of the most 
recognized names in the craft industry, few 
people know how the company actually got 
its name. The definition of plaid is a series 
of intersecting lines that come together to 
form a pattern.  This was David Cunningham’s 
vision for his new company – a diverse, yet 
synergistic collection of product lines that 
would come together to create the most 
comprehensive set of programs in the craft 
industry. He chose his family tartan as the 
logo, and Plaid, as we know it today, was born!

A lot has happened since 1976, but Plaid 
has remained true to our founder’s vision. 
Today, Plaid Enterprises has grown to become 
one of the world’s largest, most diverse 
manufacturers of creative do-it-yourself 
products, and the Plaid family of brands is 
among the most recognized and desired craft 
products in the world.

As Plaid takes a moment to celebrate our 
40th anniversary, we have so many of you 
to thank – our customers, our partners, and 
most importantly, the generations of crafters 
who have trusted Plaid products to bring their 
inspiration to life.  We look back with fondness 
over the past 40 years, and we couldn’t be 
more optimistic about what the next 40 will 
bring! I invite you to follow Plaid on all of our 
social channels this year as we embark on a 
year-long celebration of our crafting history 
and heritage. Thank you for being part of the 
Plaid story.

Mike McCooey
President & CEO
Plaid Enterprises, Inc.
 


